Emergency Response
soswatch provides a medical alert
and 24/7 emergency response
solution for Australian families.
We are proud to provide the best
service at the most competitive
price. If you are looking for peace
of mind and instant response in
the event of an emergency,
soswatch is here to help.

NDIS Approved
At soswatch, we are proud NDIS
Providers. For more information or
to make a claim, please give our
office a call or visit our website.

Reviews
“My family keeps calling me on the
SOS Watch to make sure I am well.
The watch menu is easy to
understand and very simple to use.
The magnetic charger makes it very
easy for me to charge the
watch at night.” - Michael
“For my husband who lives with a
disability, it means he can live more
independently, whilst I can have
peace of mind if I’m not at home or
if he is out. I recommend the SOS
Watch to all of my friends.” - Kim
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Peace of mind is priceless.
soswatch makes it affordable

Subscriptions
Gold

SOS Watch
The SOS Watch is the #1 Medical
Alarm of its kind. Using the latest
technology, the watch provides
not only 24/7 Emergency Response,
but also several health applications such
as a pedometor and heart rate monitor.
With the battery lasting up to
72 hours, daily charging is not
necessary. The SOS Watch is
perfect for anyone who still lives
an active lifestyle, though wants
to make sure they are safe in the
event of an emergency.

$249

- 24/7 Emergency Response
- 5 Next of Kin Contacts
- 10 Emergency Calls
- Unlimited Inbound Calls
- 10 Minutes Outbound Calls
- Security Call Out
- GP Clinic Booking
- Nationwide Coverage

$40 per month
Silver
- 24/7 Emergency Response
- 3 Next of Kin Contacts
- 5 Emergency Calls
- Unlimited Inbound Calls
- Nationwide Coverage

$20 per month

SOS Pendant
The waterproof SOS Pendant is the
solution to all of your tracking and fall
detection concerns. With the best
location services and instant
location updates on request, the
SOS Pendant provides security and
peace of mind to anyone worried
about their loved ones.
Your SOS Pendant can operate
as a mobile phone! Fall detection
ensures you will receive instant help
in an emergency regardless of if you are
able to press the SOS Button.

$249

